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The UK ranks 3rd in Competitiveness, Availability and Price of Broadband (behind Canada and
Japan, and ahead of the USA, Germany and France). As a nation we are quick to appreciate
how new technologies can help to make our lives easier and more enjoyable, whether for
entertainment, communications, business, education, health, safety, information or business.
A Smart Home integrates telephone,
computer, entertainment, lighting, and
security systems into its architecture and
interior design with elegance and simplicity.
Atlantic Cabling is an independent installer of
Smart Home systems. We provide expert
independent
advice
and
professional
installation services of the best wired and
wireless Smart Home systems for your budget
and objectives.

Controlled Lighting
Integrated interior and exterior lighting
provide impressive effects yet are easy to
control.
Increasingly customers are
requesting a mix of traditional light switches
for simplicity when entering and leaving
rooms but with a master control switch at the
front door so all (or selected) lights can be
turned on or off when first entering or leaving
the home.
CCTV - Sensors - Alarms - Door Entry

Tidy Installations
In Listed Buildings wireless solutions can be
utilized to provide discrete access to your
Smart Home systems. We take pride in
traditional craftsmanship and can hide any
required wiring behind custom made trim that
match your existing skirting or coving, thus
making the components of your Smart Home
invisible, even in the most traditional of older
homes.
Home Office
As it becomes more common for people to
work from home, the importance of a robust
home computer network continues to grow.
In many homes thick brick walls block
wireless signals and the solution is to have a
mix of wired network points in some rooms as
well as having a wireless access point on each
floor.
Home Cinema & Multi-Room Audio
Integrating your TV with your Hi-Fi system
creates a much better movie and TV viewing
experience. Combining Surround Sound with
a High Definition picture (even if it is a small
screen) really pulls you into what you are
watching.

Security alarm systems, door entry phones
and CCTV cameras with microphones allow
you to monitor your home from your TV,
computer or mobile phone. For example you
can see and speak to someone who rings your
doorbell as if you were at home even though
your are seeing and speaking to them using
your mobile phone anywhere in the world.
Healthcare
Atlantic Cabling works with eHealth and
TeleCare practitioners to help the elderly and
those with long term conditions live
independently. Our systems enable people at
home to be monitored by their doctor who
can perform check-ups on a moments notice.
More routinely, these devices can help with
reminders about taking medication and
provide comfort by simply keeping in regular
contact with their nurse or doctor.
Where to next?
Contact us for a free consultation and
personalised recommendations for your own
home.
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